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FACT: Prof. Searl will see you in his studio after school if you cheat in shirt tail order.
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5 Guilfoyle.

Broadhead Strand.

Grahame Park Estate.

London NW9 5PN.

Our Ref: PJS/MFD/1. England.

Tel:+44-20-8200-9818.

Date: 21.02.2003. Fax: +44-20-8200-7993.

F.A.O: Prime Minister Shri Atal Bihari Vajpayee.

Dear Prime Minister,

It is with deep sorry that I pen this letter to you on behalf of my team here in UK, Germany and the

USA to pass our condolence for the lost of Doctor Kalpana Chawla on the Shuttle Columbia accident.

It is so much saddens by the fact that they were only a few minutes from home after completing a

successful mission.

S.I.S.R.C. has not been interested in rocketry for space exploration but is researching and developing

quite a different technology approach that removes most of the inherited risks that are involved in

rocketry and shuttle concept.

S.I.S.R.C. has good reason to feel confident over its concept, as slowly bit by bit the work is

progressing, every part of research agrees with the mathematical model.

We look forward to the day that we take our first maiden voyage into deep space and prove this

technology as the system for real commercial business in space.

Commercial business requires speed, safety, small down time foot prints between missions, low

maintenance cost, low fuel cost, low launch cost, S.I.S.R.C. is determine to give them just that.

S.I.S.R.C. in theory should not have to experience this kind of accident due to the precise nature of

operations of its IGVs once they go into commercial business.

On behalf of S.I.S.R.C.; I wish you and India every success to the future.

Your obedient servant.

Prof. John Roy Robert Searl. S.I.S.R.C. Head of R&D Aerospace division.

UK Registration.

03673294. German Registration.

HRB 3032.
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51A Ben Yehuds Street. International Headquarters.

Herzeliya 46403. 5 Guilfoyle.

Israel. Broadhead Strand.

Grahame Park Estate.

London. NW9 5PN.

England.

Tel.+44-(0)20-8200-9818.

Fax. +44(0)20-8200-7993.

Ref. PJS/SISRC/I/2.

Date. 25
th

 March 2003.

Dear Barbara Opall-Rome.

Thank you for your surprised telephone call, which was most welcome as space related subject is

rocketry, and anything outside of rocketry does not exist, which is no different than in the old days

where a bicycle was impossible, the motor car was impossible, the telephone was impossible, heavier

than air aircraft was impossible, you name it and the experts stated impossible.

Just look in your home, your office, how you got to work and you will see that experts are extremely

good at getting their sums wrong.

Yes, we are developing a completely different mode of technology, yet it uses all technology that is

operating throughout the world as our daily means of employment.

Only one thing differs to our normal technology, and it is the power horse for anything that needs

electricity for its energy source, yet it still conforms to excepted technology but with a different

understanding.

It consists basically of three rotary autotransformers each are larger then the one in front of it, each

feeds their output into the input of the next unit. When assemble it is just one machine.

Its operation is Silent because the moving parts float on a magnetic river thus no wear or tear.

Thus it is a linear motor operating on a magnetic bearing.

UK Registration

03673294. German Registration

3032 HRB.
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Our present research is to develop the magnetiser and its amplifier to reduce the operational energy cost

to operate it, this work is progressing in the USA, Germany and the UK, each are studying a different

idea on how to produce this magnetic field for mass production use.

Also here in the UK we are also working on the structure of the I.G.V.  Which is the space ship to be

developed; most of its flight control has been under daily tests since December 2001 with no

malfunctions to this present date.

I trust that shortly I shall be able to model this craft which you have seen on the envelope to show the

beauty of its concept and operation functions.

It has been named EXPLORER because its main function will be to explorer the cosmos to obtain

knowledge about our solar system and our galaxy and therefore it will carry scientists from all walks of

science to study on site and will certainly operate on long missions at a time.

In 1968 the Air Commodore stated that when I came out in the open I shall over rule the Russians and

the Americans and will be king and master of all air and space, maybe his words will become reality as

now I have re-started the work of the past, but that equipment no longer exists today as it was one off at

that time.

Lack of interest in this technology meant that we had no choice but to scrape the equipment that was

used in the original research work. But we are now re-producing that equipment but to a far higher

precision than the past.

It would be great if Israel formed an S.I.S.R.C. company and join us in this exciting program to go

where no man has ever been, as Australia and New Zealand are training at this time to join us.

I have had a reply on the behalf of the Prime Minister, but no mention in reference to our work.

On our web site we have not covered this work to show what has been done as it was felt that it might

produce hindrance then help.

Star ship Explorer will no doubt make the International space station look like a child’s toy.

The future looks great and exciting, going to the moon will be like taking a bus ride for a day out, but

no smoking is permitted on flight.

I have now written many documents relating to its operations, and permission to land it at a number of

airports has been obtained as long as I give 8 weeks notice.

It will take about 1 year to finalise this magnetic / amplifier equipment research based on getting a big

company to joins us as partners to speed this effort up.

S.I.S.R.C. will not be charging $millions for a ticket to the international space station, just a few

hundred $ only, likewise to the Moon, this is tomorrows world by tomorrows people.

Yours truly,

Prof. J.R.R. Searl, President / Lecturer / Author / Controller.
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FACT: A member of the Martin and Ken team assisting me at the girl’s high school Mill

Hill.

Unfortunately, soon after that lecture day, another member started to dictate to me what I could

do or not do, received a dismissal, in which the above member agreed should happen; then he

later demanded me to reinstate that same person, so he had to go as well for insubordination.
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As victim of a robbery of all camera and lenses, filers and lighting, I am left with nothing to

continue this work, and with only a pension to try to recover.

First, I looked for what was on offer; here are some of the facts.

FACT: Clearly right out of my range of my pension.

At that time which was four years ago; it was a good offer before I close down on this company

offer I shall on the next page show what their flagship offer was, had it not been for that robbery

could had been obtained.

Of cause things have change in concepts of vision and audio and this work requires the highest

standards possible to be able to release such data to the world.
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FACT: This was the other offer available to me, unfortunate no way could I accept this

offer, so I need a camera to start recording things so in the end I travel to Dixon’s at

Edgware where I was able to obtain a fix lens small and cheap; well not that cheap based

upon my pension.

Unfortunate, I did a couple of days filming and it packed up and had to go back to Canon

for repairs. This put me out of action for three weeks as I can remember.

FACT: This is that camera a Canon MVX100i 1.33 mp 16x320x camera cost £749.89.
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FACT: This alien is the oldest running remaining worker attach to this technology, if you see him

run like hell towards him and tell him to stop smoking or he will remain on this planet forever.

Now you see why we need good equipment (even if you are joking over something) the better it is, the

greater is the smile on your face and that is what faces are for, and it helps to keep the doctor away.
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That Canon MVX100i was purchased on Thursday 11
th

 2003 being the 17
th

 day following the

robbery I was already struggling to recover for the fifth time.

Brought that day at Dixon’s was:

1 Camera Canon 749.89

1 Holdall for camera    29.99

1 JVC SVHS 2M cable         9.99

2 Packs of JVC MiniDV tapes        9.99

Goods plus VAT visa payment £809.85

Agree that the quality was being lost due to lack of hard cash.

It at least it shows that I was determined to recover even if I had to risk eating out of date food

to do it.

I was able to do this because from the States some finance came and also in Wales and the UK a

couple people sent £20.00 each to help.

All went towards getting started again, but it is a hard road to recover from my pension alone.

CANON UK LTD.

Bardon 22. Industrial Estate, Coalville. Leicestshire LE67 1UA.

TEL: 0870 608 8855 EX 4023 OFFICE 01737 220000

Bridges agent tel 07967 674 543

Mr.Jazz

My account no. 0870 1226556.

Date

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

14.10.2002 Tel ref BC1-6PC INK THEY OUT STOCK BUT I ORDER 5 FULL SET PAID VISA   £166.18P

Should get within 2 weeks if not phone him again.

17.10.2002 Rec. 5 off Canon BC1-6PM PHOTOMAGENTA it appears they are in sets of 6 of the same colour.

18.10.2002 Rec. Invoice 1527212 goods 5 X 4710A002AA BC16PM CATRIDGE VISA 26.85

Goods 5 x 4.57 = 22.85  VAT 4.00 26.85

21.10.2002 Rec. 20 ink tanks

5 4705A002AA BC1-6BK ink 4.57 22.85

5 4707A002AA BC1-6M ink 4.57 22.85

5 4708A002AA BC1-6Y ink 4.57 22.85

5 4709A002AA BC1-6PC ink 4.57 22.85

21.10.2002 Rec. 5 ink tanks.

5 4706A002AA BC1-6C ink 4.57 22.85 vat 4.00 26.85

22.10.2002 Rec. invoice  no. 1530819 paid by visa 26.85

22.10.2002 Rec. invoice. no. 1530797 paid by visa 91.40 vat 1600 107.40

This gives some idea what things were like before the robbery, this is just a small picture of the

reality as I started to recover from the third robbery that took place at 13 Blackburn.

How much of that robbery was Martin and Ken involved, some was done by Susan and her

family, some of the goods were destroyed by them before Martin and company could collect my

goods.

Thus number 13 was unlucky for me – but no 5 has been even worse for me.
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FACT: These are the offers Sony were making until 26
th

 April 2004 there was one other

offer which I cannot get this page.

In research work one need often to film the work not by just one camera but two or more place

around that object, each taking in a view from a different angle so people can see that it is real

and not faked.

Research and development is a very interesting and demanding task regardless in which domain

you are functioning.
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FACT: This was the final offer from Sony at that time; so far to date no other offer has

arrived here.

Sorry to say that my pension did not allow me to take up any of these offers.

This long recovery period is and will continue to be a painful event as it was to recover from the

robbery before this one.

Sony informed me that the DCRV2000E was now replaced by the DCRV2100E which the first

batch should arrive next day.

On Friday 18
th

 March 2005 I travel to Sony Centre at Hallow on the Hill and purchased the

DCRV2100E to replace the one Peter stole from here

FACT: This is the DCRV2100E that replaces the stolen DCRV2000E, so anyone holding

that DCRV2000E has stolen property taken from an old man who is trying to help this

planet.
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SONY CENTRE: 26-28 COLLEGE ROAD, HARROW, MIDDLESEX HA1 1BE:TEL. 0845 6340 420
FAX 0845 6340421

DATE Goods Visa Cost
12.07.2001 1 DCRVX2000E yes 2,700.00

Goods cost 2,297.87 VAT 402.13 yes Total 2,700.00
4 LGH Camcorders yrs yes    239.00
Goods cost 239.00 VAT NIL yes Total    239.00
1 NPF960 L/SERIES IWX yes    129.99
Goods cost 110.63 VAT 19.36 yes Total    129.99
1 MSG-64A MAGICGATE M/STICK yes    129.99
Goods cost 110.63 VAT 19.36 yes Total    129.99
1 VCLHG1758 58MM-LENSE IWX yes    299.99
Goods cost 255.31 VAT 44.68 yes Total    299.99
1 VCLHG0758 58MM-LENSE IWX yes    299.99
Goods cost 255.31 VAT 44.68 yes Total    299.99
1 HVL20DW2 10/20W LIGHT IWX yes      99.99
Goods cost 85.10 VAT 14.89 yes Total      99.99
1 VCT870RM TRIPOD IWX yes    169.99
Goods cost 144.67 VAT 25.32 yes Total    169.99
1 LCHVX200 HARD CASE IWX yes    250.00
Goods cost 212.77 VAT 37.23 yes Total    250.00
1 NPF730 FOR VX1000 IWX yes      99.99
Goods cost 85.10 VAT 14.89 yes Total      99.99
1 KKLC3 IWX yes      14.99
Goods cost 12.76 VAT 2.23 yes Total      14.99
1 ACV700 IWX yes    149.99
Goods cost 127.65 VAT 22.34 yes Total    149.99
1 Sony Tape 5E180HRBLOK yes        7.99
Goods cost 6.80 VAT 1.19 yes Total        7.99
1 VF58PK FOR DCRVX2000 yes      84.99
Goods cost 72.33 VAT 12.66 yes Total      84.99
1 Pack Sony Tape 3DV60+30MFREE NO Total     FREE
Total cost Goods 4,015.93 VAT 660.96 Total paid 4,676.89

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
07.08.2001 1 VPLCS1 LCD SVGA 600ALU yes 2,149.99

Goods cost 1,829.78 VAT 320.21 yes Total 2,149.99
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
10.08.2001 1 VA10 PCGFX209K yes 3,300.50

Goods cost 2,722.92 VAT 577.58 yes Total 3,300.50
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
13.08.2001 1 CDPCX450 518260 yes    419.99

Goods cost 357.44 VAT 62.55 yes Total    419.99
1 LGH CD PLAYER yes      69.00
Goods cost 58.72 VAT 10.28 yes Total      69.00
Total paid Goods 416.16 VAT  72.83 Total paid    488.99

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
01.09.2001 1 VA10 M PCGEMMF 128 F X 27 yes    199.98

Goods cost 170.20 VAT 29.78 yes Total    199.98
1 VA10 PCGACCM MEDIUM CASE yes    105.00
Goods cost 89.36 VAT 15.64 yes Total    105.00
Total paid Goods 259.56 VAT 45.42 yes Total                 304.98

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
02.12.2001 BROUGHT GOODS YES TOTAL 2,075.92

1 Puresonic audio 5050A cable      17.99
1 Puresonic Digital Cable 3060D      29.99
1 Tech Link Scart to Scart      24.99
To be delivered tomorrow.
1 521570 Sony STRDB1070S SILVER    499.99
90014 LGH AUDIO SEPATE (12 MTH MAN)      50.00
1 521560 Sony SAVE815ED    749.99
1 51285 Sony DVPNS700S SILVER    399.99
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90035 LGH DVD PLAYERS 143.00
2 518239 Sony WSFV10ST floor silver IWX 159.98

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
03.12.2001 Received goods.

Cost £1,766.73 VAT £309.19 VISA 2,075.92
Amplifier main control knob was sheared off and struck near bottom of unit with cello tape.
I phoned Sony they kept stating that it’s come off I can put it back on. They will get me a replacement.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
05.12.2001 I phoned Sony reference replacement amplifier, chap stated that he thought I had fixed it, told him

that I cannot accept this unit until it is working properly. Drivers are off today will get replacement out
tomorrow morning.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
06.12.2001 I phoned them yes amplifier in will run it out today to me.
06.12.2001 Sony replaced amplifier late today gave them Xmas card Disc
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
08.12.2001 Rec. Unique Care insurance video camera DCRVX2000 Certificate No. SHAUNI 00120116
08.12.2001 Rec Unicare insurance CD PLAYER CDPCX450 Certicate No. SHAUNI 00122929
07.02.2002 Rec. insurance contract for DVD Player.
07.02.2002 Rec. insurance paper audio separates
26.05.2002 Brought Sony KZ32TS1 PRICE 4,255.31 VAT 744.68 Total     4,999.99*

28.5.2002 bank statement 14.6.2002. Direct visa Total    999.99
Visa Total 4,000.00

26.05.2002 Brought Sony VMCIL4435 4-4 IWX 42.55 VAT 7.45 Total      50.00
21.06.2002 Brought Sony TAVA777ES  0500759 1,148.94 201.06 Total 1,350.00

Brought Sony  -90014 insurance 12 months      50.00
Brought Sony Save815ED  6101848 553.19 96.81 Total    650.00
Brought Sony GVD900E  0609994 1,319.15 230.85 Total 1,550.00
Total paid 3.071.28 528.72 Total 3,600.00

24.06.2002 Sony tested speaker agreed faulty taken it back for testing and repairs.
15.01.2004 Travel to shop by bus. Ordered Sony VA10 PCV-W1 Series        Visa 1,515.00

Peter told them that I have been sacked – I told them that he is a compulsive liar
20.01.2004 Rec. Sony VA10 PCVW1 SERIES COMPUTER SERIAL NO.5005433.
02.02.2004 Rec bank statement 15th Jan for 063L94DY FOR Sony VA10 PCW1 1,515.00
07.02.2004 Travel to Sony Harrow on Hill gave them copies of web pages on Peter robbery and they showed me

how to down load miniDV film on my computer they suggest a Firewire lead be better then TV lead so
brought one cash        29.99

12.02.2004 I tel Sony centre been waiting for price for hard case
12.02.2004 Sony phone can order case LCH-VX2000A cost £425.00 will check if one is at warehouse and phone

me back.
12.02.2004 Sony phone case will be 3 week wait. Order for me.
09.03.2004 I phone Sony ref lens & filter no not in will re-order
11.03.2004 Rec tel lenses + filters in I come and collect
11.03.2004 Travel to Harrow on Hill collect 2 items paid by visa   354.98

1 900665 Sony VF58SD silver FX filter kit soft & cross 46.80 8.19     54.99
1 517025 Sony VCLHG0758 WIDE LENS 0.7X58MM 255.31 44.68   299.99

11.03.2004 Tel order for 1 off VCL-FS2K super zoom tel conversion lens kit £1,000.00
19.09.2005 I fax them ref HD camera £1500 do you have one in stock please send data gave e mail and website

details.
19.09.2005 Travel to their centre brought goods visa paid

1 106613 SONY HDR-FX1E Camera 1,944.68 340.32 2,285.00
1 95338 Sony tape 5x1DVM60PR MINI DV PACK 12.76 2.23      14.99
Goods 1,957.44 vat 342.55 Invoice no.25092356 2,299.99

30.09.2005 Rec Visa bill for above goods 3,063.88
03.10.2005 Travel to Burnt Oak paid part visa bill 1,263.88
03.10.2005 I tel them ref HD recorder not in yet should be 7 days
03.10.2005 Rec. Phone call: case in 3 days if I come in today and pay for it; no not coming in to take nothing

back with me you know I need that case. Will check if HQ will agree to order before payment.
03.10.2005 Rec. Phone call will have it in on 6th Oct. will let me know.
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07.10.2005 Travel to collect HDV Hard case and largest battery for it credit cards paid Invoice 25092809
1 Sony LCHFXA hard case 289.35 50.64 visa       339.99
1 Sony NPF960 L series IWX 110.63 19.36 Debit       129.99

14.10.2005 travel to Sony to collect goods on Invoice no.25092971 via paid       886.96
1 108479 Sony RDRHXD910  4500375 595.74 VAT 104.25 VISA       699.99
1 517368 Sony NPF960 L Series IWX 110.63 vat 19.36 DD visa       129.99
1 93867 Scart 1.5M 22.97 vat 4.02 DD visa         26.99
1 Sony S400 VMC-IL4415 I.LINK CABLE 25.52 vat 4.47 DD visa         29.99

31.10.2005 Rec visa bill interest increase charge on above goods (paid cash £1,083.83)         43.85
02.12.2005 Rec visa bill interest increase charge on above goods (paid cash £1,139.75)         39.75
03.01.2006 Rec visa bill interest increased charge on above goods (paid cash £711.98)         11.98

Yes this is only the beginning of the cost to replace that loss, and therefore every item
re-brought has to be added to that which was stolen as its actual cost to me.

FACT: This is another view of the replacement camera to that which was stolen
from here after being hospitalise by one of Peter’s drugs which he slipped in my
drink while I was out at the local P.O.

I no longer recognise him as my brother – but a God forsaken evil bastard.

All these goods
shown, right up to
the ordering of the
HDV camera, stolen
by Peter and his
four Gestapo units,
who must have felt
like raiding a top
British Secret
services
department; after
fooling the legal
people that they had
the right to commit
this crime. Yes to
them they were
stealing top secrets
from everyone on
this planet that day,
for they were
stealing your human
rights of a cleaner
healthier world.
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FACT: This is the second case that I had to buy this time for the DCRV2100E to replace

the one they stole from me.

Now you know why there is no S.E.G.s on the market because moneymen pay idiots to do it,

even after told that they are idiots.

FACT: Richard Balding he who would not listen to reality because he was already a part

of this theft that had been planned before he even met me. How sick can one be?

This man obtained my signature by fraud and

deception, whereby he and his criminals would

have legal rights to ownership of my life’s work

and property.

He claims to be a director on a number of

companies if I was them I sack him.

He has disgrace the real human race and failed to

pay me the money that he agreed per month and

in the bargain stole part of my pension money as

well.

He therefore must be held responsible for this

crime because the criminals were employed by

him and not by me.

Richard, hold your head down in shame.
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FACT: These lenses I had to re-buy which Peter stole and they are not cheap, all these

photos being shown on this robbery I took personally today Wednesday 29
th

 March 2006.

These shots don’t look as big as these lenses are in reality.
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FACT: These are just a few components that I had to re-buy for this camera that stolen

by Peter and his Gestapo gang of evil doers. They have never been brought to justice to

pay me the value of these replacement costs: including the cost of a house of my choice

that was a part of the contract that has not been honoured, plus heavy compensation for

the stress and the fact that they hospitalised me to undertaking this burglary.

For entering this building while the owner was not present to defend his property from

the burglars.

The police washed their hands of this case as it involved my brother and work mates under the

terms of a civil matter.

That is ok with me if only they knew what was installing for them, they would commit suicide

now then wait until later. I shall teach that THOU SHALT NOT STEAL that is a civil matter

to be dealt with by the victim of their evil acts.

I hate teaching people the hard way on how to behave towards others, but unfortunately, there

are times where you are left with no other choice but to act as Peter learned, but that was purely

an introduction of things yet to come if the law don’t arrest them and punish them as they so

deserve and require.

Nevertheless, I can wait until I am have fully recovered and then with that finance I can

bring the full weight of the law upon them; to obtain that justice which I have been barred

for so long from receiving.

Until that day come you criminals just enjoy your fun, you do not know for how much longer.
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FACT: These are some more components that I had to re-buy to replace those stolen by

Peter and his gang of merry burglars.

Peter had planned it to perfection on how to commit this crime.

Yes, Peter is an expert on criminal crimes and on how to commit them.

First select a holiday, most people are away so you want be seen, so he selected a holiday

that was Monday August 25
th

 2003 was set for maximum offences; target No 5 Guilfoyle,

Broadhead Strand, Grahame Part Estate. But there was a problem the owner would have

to be disable, the disable part of their act started on the Thursday 21
st
 August 2003, upon

my return from the post office.

As usual I made myself a cup of coffee which tasted strange but being in a hurry and

thirsty I drunk it, unknown to me that Peter had been in and doctored the milk to put me

out of service that would see me out of their way.
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FACT: A few more of the accessories for the DCR VX2100E to replace those stolen by

Peter.

How did I know who had done this burglary?

In fact I never had to find any hairs of those who had committed this crime for DNA testing; as

so often criminals leave their trademark behind and Peter left one that was as good as a person

who lost a hand in an accident.

On opening my door on return from hospital and saw an unbelievable sight, you knew it had to

be by a gang. As the door was not forced, then some one had the passkeys, and there was such a

person who went by the name of Peter and he had a gang.

The question was how come that they committed this act while I was in hospital?
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Yes that burglary was strange that it took place while I was in hospital.

Yes, it did give an appearance of the same effects I have seen in Peter when he wants to fool

official people that he is terribly ill.

But how did he manage to pull that off, he had not given me any pills to take which could had

accounted for such a sudden reaction.

So I went to the freezer to see if any clues to my illness could be seen, and behold before my

eyes was the clue like a missing hand of a person.

You see, if you open my freezer in the door space you will also see a large bottle of milk with a

blue cap. That is what was there when I departed for the hospital with enough milk for one more

day.

Now before me was a smaller bottle of milk with a green cap with more milk in it then was in

the missing blue cap bottle.

One person who fitted that case was Peter for he had the smaller bottle and always a green cap.

Everything added up except who was the fifth person, as the witness could not recognise that

person.

Thus the whole picture fell into place, the lies that he told me, the lies he told Knights solicitors,

the lies he spread around and the idiots that believed him is unbelievable including these

solicitors.

But then it again proved what I learnt at my first day at medical school people will always

believe lies before the truth because lies are more exciting then the truth.

Sadly Peter has lived so many years in a world of lies that now he cannot identify that which is

true and that what is false

He will lie until he dies if he believes that so doing he will become a millionaire, Ken and

Martin have sure fooled him to commit this crime based on all the things he would get.

What has he gained is nothing of worth but lost everything by greed, including a brother.

I doubt if it even trouble him what actually happens to me, but that does not disturb me at all,

somehow I shall recover as I have done four times before.

I accept that it will be much harder this time due partly by age, health and the rest of the

problems is the increase cost involved now to replace these stolen goods.

It appears that Balding and company look upon Peter as an angel; or was it more like an idiot

they could use to complete their plan to steal this technology and then dispose of Peter.

Balding and company what ever your plans were you have utterly failed in your efforts; bear in

mind in future to be honest with all and keep clear of fraud and deceptive activities.
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511

FACT: This equilibrium diagram relates to Ag and Al; No I had not forgotten you.

Ag = Silver: Atomic number = 47: Not a rare earth, but it is a costly one.

Of course, I knew that you knew that, but the problem is that you did not know that I knew it

and that is all part of the nothingness that I know.

SILVER:

This is a ductile malleable brilliant greyish-white element having the highest electrical and

thermal conductivity of any metal.

It occurs free and in argentite and other ores.

Used in jewellery, tableware, coinage (or was once if not now), electrical contacts, and

electroplating. Then there is the silver wedding of 25 years: I can assure you that mine did not

have much silver attached to it; in another five years that wedding ended; I thank heaven for

small acts of mercy.
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FACT: This equilibrium diagram relates to Al and Er.

Er = Erbium: Atomic number = 68: This is a rare earth.

ERBIUM:

This is a soft malleable silvery-white element of the lanthanide series of metals;

metallurgical uses to lower hardness and improves workability of alloys.
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FACT: This is the first of two equilibrium diagrams relating to Al and Fe.

Fe = Iron: Atomic number = 26: This is not a rare earth.

IRON:

This is a malleable ductile silvery-white ferromagnetic metallic element.

It is widely used for structural and engineering purposes.

DUCTILE: (of a metal) it is able to sustain large deformations without fracture and able

to be hammered into sheets or drawn out into wires

It is also able to be moulded, which means that it is easily led or influenced.

MALLEABLE: (especially of metal) it is able to be worked, hammered, or shaped under

pressure or blows without breaking,

It is also able to be influenced; pliable or tractable.

Clearly these are points have to be valued in making a critical judgement of what material

to use for the construction of the S.E.G. also relates to what method we shall use in

producing such material.
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FACT: This is the second equilibrium diagram for Al and Fe.

As I have already covered Iron basic details for now let us think upon this statement:

A truth that’s told with bad intent: beats all the lies that you can invent. Peter was a good

example of that statement.
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FACT: This equilibrium diagram relates to Al and Ga.

Ga = Gallium: Atomic number = 31: Not a rare earth.

GALLIUM:

This is a silvery metallic element that is liquid for a wide temperature range.

It is used in high temperature thermometers, semiconductors, and low melting alloys.
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FACT: This equilibrium diagram relates to Al with Gd.

Gd = Gadolinium: Atomic number = 64 This is a rare earth.

There is not really enough space here without breaking the statement so will wait until I have

enough space to complete the basic data.
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FACT: This is the equilibrium diagram which relates to Al and Ge.

Ge = Germanium: Atomic number = 32: Not a rare earth.

GERMANIUM:

This is a brittle crystal-line grey element that is a semiconducting metalloid.

It is used in transistors, and to strengthen alloys.

GADOLINIUM:

This is a ductile malleable silvery—white ferromagnetic element of the lanthanide series of

metals

Again I am afraid that I have no idea what its normal used for but only know this base

data.

We are the aliens who differ from earthlings by a simple fact that we believe that all

people have the rights to clean energy and transport systems; rivers cleaned, dug deeper

and wider to take on pending flash floods. Many more trees should be planted to improve

our well being on planet earth; earthlings sure do the opposite to us.
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512 Another problem to the research and development of the S.E.G. relates to the cost of paper and

ink.

Back there in 1960 talk was all about the paperless office. By 1986 it was almost as if it was

about to happen.

Today, one would think that paper would not be needed for my work yet I am using 45% more

paper than in 1968.

From my experience I cannot see this paperless office every becoming reality.

More so if your computer is connected to a telephone line the risks are high on losing vital

information.

I have found that the use of paper and its procurement is often given a low priority in today’s

office environment but, if you actually thought about how much you rely on this invaluable

resource like I have done over the years, you might well take a different approach.

Fact: This is the chart, as I understand it today.

I must admit that as long as I can remember industry experts have regularly predicted the arrival

of the paperless office, in which letters, memos and all kinds of paper based documents exist

only as flickering dots on our computer screens.

I must agree that as yet these predictions have failed like so many others which these experts

have predicted since 1968.

Many at the time I had considered them impossible which by the end of the year was proven the

case.

In the industry, there are far to many criteria that have to be evaluated with some unknowns

added
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In fact, from my understanding that far from disappearing, the volume of paper we use is

actually on the increase. This based on the facts that I have shown analysis of paper usage in

Western Europe showing we generated some 960 billion sheets in 2001 and predicted to rise to

1,047 billion this year. I can readily accept that figure as possible based on what I am using

today.

One major problem is that such a technology as the S.E.G. in the wrong hands would not be in

the best interest of Planet Earth if turned into a tool of mass destruction.

This appears to be the problem that I see from people’s statements to me, they do not look at the

long-term effects of this technology; if released unchecked then it would go out wild.

Think of how many more trees could be cut down if transport and energy was free, that is just

one issue that I must consider which is only one of a number of issues which I must balance to

get my sums right.

I cannot allow this technology to destroy this planet faster than man is already doing.

We must direct it in the direction of improving the life of this planet, not destroying it.

That is why I am dealing with this issue on the paperless office because it can mean saving

trees.

But, computer technology must first improve, the hard drive will have to be able to open at all

times without fail; that means the external ones must do the same which in the pass have failed

causing much lost data, in fact just about all my books were lost.

I am using 2 x 240 gigabyte external drives that are already filling up fast as those which were 2

gigabytes are full already.

That is one good reason why I cannot see the paperless office appearing in my lifetime.

Let me show the facts, as I know them.

The Confederation of Paper Industries (CPI) is an organisation who works on behalf of the

UK’s paper industries:

1. First launched in January 2000:

2. It brought together four, long established industry trade associations:

(a) Association of Manufacturers of Soft Tissue Papers (AMSTP):

(b) British Recovered Paper Association (BRPA):

(c) The Corrugated Packaging Association (CPA):

(e) The Paper Federation of Great Britain.
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Now that is interesting because if you have read my books over the last three years you will see

that the S.I.S.R.C. plan is identical by bringing together not just the UK but the whole world

under one roof. Only with all of the top people across the whole spectrum of knowledge can we

possibly have a hope of slowing down and stopping the decreasing the health of Mother Earth.

The CPI report: that consumption of paper and board in the UK is some 12.7 million tonnes.

Clearly this status cannot continue to increase at such an alarming rate and that was the UK only

heavens knows what it is for the whole world.

Humans or should I say Homo sapiens have over populated the earth, something must give,

history has shown this so many times that many deaths is the only solution.

Evidence as far as I can see, it is the Black colour people, who may go first, then what will

follow we old worn out objects, then what do you do?

For the last 50 years we should had been slowly reducing the numbers by natural selection, such

as having only one baby per family, this would reduced  the population in a 100 years to a much

better level for the Earth to support.

I also appreciate from my own experience that although most of our daily work is via email,

many of us do so, at some stage end up printing them out.

That is certainly true here, before these pages are filed and sent down to California, I print them

out; yes, this is the 430 pages so far to with report.

From California, these pages go to Australia to go out on the web for any one to see. California

also sends them to BKL film studio so the filmmaker can study them to see if there is anything

extra, they can use to cover in the film’s next run over here. Not only that, California sends

them to JT in Rochester New York, so he can study the facts.

You can now see that the redevelopment of the S.E.G. is something a bit, out of what one

expects and involves a massive bit of knowledge which experts claim is nothing

There are damn right, there are over a million bits of information that I need but the sheer cost

to obtain it is far beyond my world of a pensioner.

Yet a mere $1 a month from the masses could change that situation to a powerful active base

from where things would happen to change the state of the planet to a healthier and cleaner

place for all to live.

I do not blame you for the lack of knowledge on what to do because you are unformed of the

facts. I have to agree that I have been fortunate having already previewed what is going on

through the world, base my study upon that information and plan the strategy for the research

and development of the S.E.G.

By being able, to see what I have to evaluate in the options before me helps you to appreciate it.
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What is going on here is to see that your interests protected and whose goals are massive in

relation to your ideas for the S.E.G.

First, let me finish how I see this paper problem is going:

The introduction of new technologies in the workplace does not necessarily reduce the amount

of paper used. My experience from this address shows that the increase of paper usage is as a

direct result of the very technology that is supposed to make it obsolete.

I do accept the fact that electronic communications are replacing paper based ones in many

ways, but not all.

The reason for this situation is the fact that we are handling much more data today than we did

in the past and the non-arrival of the long awaited paperless office could be down to the fact

that paper, albeit perceive as an old fashion technology is still the most effective one.

To my knowledge the corporate environment has also seen a rapid increase in the use of

BlackBerry, Palms and Pocket PCs mainly due to the shift towards an increasing mobile

workforce but, at the same time I have yet to be convinced that these new gadgets are better

than a good, old fashioned paper based Filofax planner or diary.

I feel certain that with products such as notebooks and pads, the growth of the need to write

down information has far exceeded any threat from PDAs and that there is still a steady demand

for paper-based products in the UK.

I still do agree that there are of course obvious advantages to electronic gadgets, they are

portable and their capacity for storing data is huge considering their size.

I have no doubt that whilst out of the office it’s hugely beneficial to access emails, schedule

meetings electronically and keep in touch with general day to day events but, I like to wager a

guess on how many of us print out all of this information at the end of the day once we have

access to a printer.

That is reality of being a Homo sapient because it is brainwashed into us to undertake this

function. Mainly because we wish to be able to prove the message was checked.

Let me state that from a personal perspective, paper planners are great, offer the facility to do

much of the same and they too are portable but, their function is limited to little more than

allowing us to provisionally schedule meetings (as they don’t offer the facility to check

everyone else’s availability), and hold a few handwritten notes.

I admit that it is true that even the most sophisticated of hard copy planners can not hold a

fraction of the information provided by a handheld electronic device but I, for one still prefer

the old fashioned way.

Over the years, I have consumed no less then two tons of paper and still here is yet another ton

of paper that is slowly disappearing. In reference to printer ink, we are talking of gallons of it

used. I am changing an ink tank, sometimes two in a day and that sure is a fact.
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513 So far, I have only covered few grains of sand of this new technology, and how to implement or

employ it; thereby giving you a break from my office operation.

THE LONG JOURNEY TO UNMANNED COMBAT

AIRCRAFT.

The development of unmanned combat aerial vehicles (UCAV) is a challenging and long-term

undertaking with many apparently irreconcilable trade-offs to be negotiated.

There is no doubt on my mind that this statement is true, but when President Reagan was active

I had sent him a communications suggesting the use of I.G.V.s  for it would cut fuel, pollution

problems to a zero rating. That it can perform the work of the total military in protecting people

from attack and from comets or material approaching earth to destroy them.

Just three such craft would cover the earth’s nights and by day, they could remain in constant

position in respect of the section of the surface they cover.

Clearly, the chief of staff did not want to be redundant, so I guess the president not allowed to

see it to protect their image status.

The use of modular COTS-based systems; I like that concept; has enabled major breakthroughs

in UCAV performance; and just off the records the same system was used on the Levity Disc

that also flew unmanned.

If you want to know what COTS relates to it is commercial off the shelf products, which of

course I mainly used except for some internal parts were of military type.

All my work in flight research was related to URASV for testing flight capability and its flight

handling and functions as used for observation, reconnaissance, and data gathering.
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FACT: These are just 4 of the 12 photos taken by the press on the first media invitation

allowed to know what I was doing which was related to the research of the space program.

A keen eye reporter notices my advert in the paper for people who would like to join a

club to develop a slender disc flying machine. That report started the massive media

articles that any individuals have ever had.

The long-term target was for a manned flight vehicle for commercial space operations. Code

named Ezekiel MK V.

I will not continue along that research work because there are some officials intending to blow

their brains out if some one other than themselves discover the system.

,

WHEN IS A UCAV NOT A UAV?

Not all UAVs are without weapons capability, although most active weapons supports avoided

as a way of limiting complexity, cost and weight: Which I can fully understand and accept.
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Where firepower becomes a core attribute of the craft, however, the UAV becomes a UCAV:

An Uninhabited Combat Aerial Vehicle expressly designed to participate in combat and operate

in a hostile environment without human intervention.

I accept the fact that increasingly, it is UVACs are soaking up research and development

budgets as well as intellectual engineering resource, since their hypothetical benefits (in terms

of reduced costs and increased air superiority) are potentially so much greater.

To my knowledge, UCAVs described normally in terms of three primary systems:

1. Air vehicle system or flying mechanism.

2 Ground control station: This manages each mission.

3. Payload system: the capability of the UCAV to accomplish the mission.

AIR VEHICLE SYSTEM

You might wonder what I mean.

Well this is what I know at this time of writing.

The current challenge is to develop reliable autonomous control, even though the challenge of

location awareness has been largely resolved through the arrival of the Global Positioning

System (GPS) and the high-speed computer processing power made possible through, for

example, FPGA processors.

Clearly today in my case, I now would have the advantage of the GPS system not

forgetting the high-speed computer systems to assist me while back there between 1956 to

1976 these options were not available to me, but Ham operators were.

It is amazing what one can do with a handful of good man working together in the

background, unseen in to the public and secretly performing functions for the missions

under test.

“Well done 73, this is A83 signing off”

GROUND CONTROL STATION

Management and control of the mission makes the Ground Control Station (GCS) the most

important, most complex and most vulnerable element of the UCAV.

It is the means by which to tracked, controlled and operated the test vehicle. It is also the central

communications path between the ground to vehicle, and its payload.

You can guess that this vast flow of information between GCS, craft and payload requires

multiple megabytes per second, which exceeds current support infrastructures.

Overcoming such issues in any feasible way requires a decrease dependence on the GCS

through a greater level of autonomy, which autonomy implies the wholesale replacement of

human cognitive and decision-making capabilities with hard ware and software.
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PAYLOAD SYSTEM.

A payload normally comprises sensors and weapons, the combined cost and complexity of

which generally exceeds that of the other components combined.

The sensors focus on established intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance (ISR) roles, but

in addition, a UCAV must be able to scan, locate and identify targets; and where necessary

perform precise targeting, tracking and weapons firing.

Because stealth is so important to the UCAV, however, most models will require lighter

payloads and smaller weapons and a trade-off must be achieve between the pressure to expand

capability, lethality and the need to decrease size, weight and cost.

I.G.V. CRITERA:

The I.G.V. is a concept based on a hypothetical issue which involves many of today’s industrial

technology used all over the world in industry and science.

1 That such a vehicle shall have a low noise footprint.

2 Preferred operational functions as a VTVL structure.

3 Noise footprint <50db.

4 Vibration footprint <5 cps.

5 Heat footprint < -10
0
C

6 Power drive: Linear motor operating on a Magnetic bearing:

Gyro-Flywheel: High Energy Density: Mechanical: Magnetic: Device.

7 Pollution footprint: zero rated

8 Structure class: Ezekiel

9 Category Registration: Slender Disc

10 Structural Base Acute triangles braced by columns

11 Ezekiel structure consists of 128 acute triangles forming 64 struts.

12 Each strut is constructed from two acute triangle components.

13 Strut Angle of deflection = 7.5
0

14 The periphery shall end as an acute absolute.

15 The summit shall be spherical in nature.

16 Struts separation angle = 5
0
37

’
30

”

This presents just the beginning of facts relating to what I actually did, reality involves

extensive knowledge and understanding; where there are no information you must generate it.

Of course, you have those expert idiots that miss the point, who will always make stupid

remarks that there are errors and bad grammar in my report.

Yes before these papers appear in public they have been checked by an independent person in

the states, then passed on to Australia to be placed on web. Between me and the web things do

get changed I have no doubt.

My only concern is that you understand what said, because if I spent time to learn perfect

spelling and grammar, than there would be nothing else I could do. These people clearly cannot

make the S.E.G. they are far too busy stupidly looking for faults with other people’s efforts to

help the world. If they spent less time faulting other people’s work (should help instead to

succeed), then the world today would be in a much better condition than it is at this time.
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UPDATE.

Today Thursday 30
th

 March 2006, I received this email:

Dear Prof. Searl.

I am a film producer who recently received my MA from New York University in film.

I have a partnership with a very talented director – Florian Fessl (with whom I have made

several short films) who is deeply fascinated with your life story and inventions.

Florian speaks often of your story and the SEG and we both feel that it would make a

wonderful feature film.

Your story would be of interest to many people world-wide.

It would also be a great opportunity to spread general knowledge of the SEG and possible

contribute to the solutions of the energy crisis that is now a world issue.

A well made American funded feature film, which is our interest, has the opportunity to reach

many hundreds of thousands more people.

Florian has begun writing a feature script base upon your story, and would love your permission

to continue with this project.

We would be honoured to have your advice and participation in bringing your story to a world-

wide audience.

Would you consider discussing this further with us and review a synopsis of your film?

I look forward to hearing from you.

Regards.

Tanya Barringer

Tanya Barringer

(Producer)

(917) 776-3844 Cell

(917) 591-5259 Fax

Since 1968 a feature film was the only main problem to get us to the market place thereby

overriding these criminals: Funny that simple task has always been blocked from happening

right up to this time.

Without a damn good feature film to excite backers to want to see it happen it will never happen

no matter how hard I try.

And sadly from this seat it still looks like no feature film for a million years to come.
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UPDATE.

Today Friday 31
st
 March 2006, I received this email:

Ms Barringer.

My company holds the exclusive rights to the story of John Searl.

We are developing three phase of the IP for release.

There is a complete screenplay registered with WGA based on the life and times of Professor

John R. R. Searl.

However film making is a collaborative business and we are open to sincere persons that have

something genuine to offer.

You are sensitive to the value of the Searl story I look forward to your response.

Bradley Lockerman.

BKL Films.

Los Angeles.

California.

I can only present here the facts recorded and is the world of realty I witness.

How they will respond to this reply I can guess based on pass experience. I shall just have to

wait and see if I am right in what I expect will happen.

When I received that email from Tanya I informed our man working on this project to forward

all this report to them, which he replied would do later that day (that is his day, my night)

I sent a reply to Tanya’s with email that I was interested and will transfer all information on the

web to them. I also gave my web details and phone details.

Clearly, from Hollywood, Tanya made contact with Brad.

Here is an excellent opportunity to join forces and between them come up with a winner.

Something that is far too long overdue, when will it ever happen? Nobody knows while this

planet is sick and dying; does any one really care to do something about it?

No matter how sincere I am, this problem is far too large for one man to solve. It calls for

teamwork, something that earthlings appear to have lost track with that nothing of worth

achieved unless there is a proportionate amount of commitment in effort from everyone.

This planet is sick due to greed, which is continuing at an alarming rate that will result rather

sooner than later in a massive destruction of all property and life forms. Already planet earth

has started fighting back and you may well be next on its lists to go; are you ready to let nature

recycle you with a speedy departure?
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You may recall that on page 432, I quoted President Reagan to whom I suggested the use of

I.G.V.s to replace the military to watch over the face of the earth for any violation of human

rights by use of force so that quick intervention could be administrated to stop the offence.

You might think I am joking.

FACT: President Ronald Reagan, that is correct, and last night 30
th

 March 2006 my

gentleman who is under contract to redevelop the S.E.G. confirmed that he had done

satellite communications work for this President’s office in Los Angeles under contract

with the Secret Service.

That he had also done work in the office of President Gerald Ford, thus I can accept that I do

have an extremely good man.

From a point of interest, I did or more precisely Dr. George White wrote him on my behalf in

reference to this technology; letter released within my books.

Unfortunately, that letter is not on hand today to include here, a shame that it is not available,

you see there is a time in an inventors life he/she is forced to stand up and defend themselves

against those idiots who are doing likewise as the burglars are doing but on a different

dimension.

So it is not true that John Searl doesn’t inform governments – he sure does and many others

likewise do the same for him to whom he is most grateful for their kind help.
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Prime Minister Office. 5 Guilfoyle.

10 Downing Street. Broadhead Strand.

London SW1 2AA Grahame Park Estate.

London NW9 5PN.

Tel. 020 8200 9818

Fax. 020 8200 7993

Date 7
th

 June 2003.

F.A.O. The Prime Minister – Tony Blair.

Dear Sir,

Yes, it is me again, why?

Because New Labour is making old labour appear like angels in relation to your government actions

today. I know that I stand guilty of the crime of voting you into power – which is a crime that I shall not

be repeating again.

I have enclosed some issues for you to study, and then maybe you could explain to a thick head like me

as to what the purpose of having a Minister of State for housing if he cannot stop this insanity of Barnet

Council after receiving complaints about their actions.

Prime Minister; you will save money by closing down the Minister of State for housing as it appears to

be just a term to impress the voters- just a bell boy – or invite me to be the Minister of State for housing

then we shall see some real action and I mean real action of cleaning up this country housing problems

which are many. What good is a dummy it does not impress me.

Labour is a right mess, instead of pulling out of that mess, you are driving deeper and deeper into it, up

your voters – WHY?

Tony, you are still young and have a family, you are in employment at a good wage level and pension

level, many are not that lucky – but your luck can run out – with nature, nothing is safe or guaranteed for

life, it is therefore our duty to one another to work together to obtain the best possible condition for all in

that effort to try to guarantee a better life style.

But labour is killing that option which might result that it will become too late to stop that decline as

more and more people will be made redundant and homeless.

Tony, please come down from cloud nine to earth and see what labour is actually doing to this country

and to this estate that is so dear to my heart – ask your self – (if you are human) – is labour being human

in its operations; or has it become a dictator; you do what we say or you will be on the street, Hitler was

more kinder he would had you gassed.

Life under New labour is becoming a hell for many of us – which no doubt makes labour happy that they

can match old conservative’s record.

I remain your obedient servant

What about swapping jobs?

Prof. J. R. R. Searl. President: Lecturer: Author: Consultant: Controller & a human being.
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FACT: I understand that this was President Ronald Reagan home and very nice it is.

That brings me to the point of reality, that I am now completely and utterly hampered from

getting this work underway.

Space is now far too small for what is needed to do here and moving to an ideal site is now

critical, time now is running out for me to remain in this flat.

For this so call rich people to say that I could rent a place for two years clearly have no human

character, their wealth have made them inhuman.

How can I afford to pay a £1,000.00 or more a month for a suitable place that is £12,000.00 a

year in two years not less than £24,000.00 and it could be more than less out of my pension

money. This week with my rent gone up, I am already £1.52 in the red this will continue until my

pension goes up, then I will commence the new rate once a free week arrives I will then pay the

amount overdue.

This is the world of reality not like that man’s world of fantasy.

I believe I know that man he wrote me some time ago using the same terms in which I replied

that it was a shame that he was not able to perform anything of value that his action was so like a

baby who just lost its shit its nappy does a lot of shouting to draw attention to itself.

Clearly he was stating that he could not make the S.E.G. in a back door fashion but will not meet

me because he knows I would tear him to pieces before his friends whom he depends on for

support.

This class of person depends on impressing his importance to those around him; to me he does

the opposite – I have no time for the likes of him; I have far more important things to do.
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I know that I started a report on page 432 and the process entered into my domain unfortunately,

but will return to what I was going to say because whether we like it or not it has many similarities

that are in need within the manned I.G.V.s.

DEVELOPMENT: THE NEURON PROGRAMME:

The development of UCAVs is fraught with more, and possibly more sensitive trade-offs than that

of UAVs.

One way of affraying such cost and risk is to conduct UCAV projects where costs are borne by

many partners, where there is more than one outcome and therefore more than one benefit.

To my understanding that within Europe, the NEURON (nEUROn) programme fulfils this brief,

or so they claim.

The purpose of Neuron is to create a UCAV demonstrator that concentrates the combined skills of

the European aerospace industry into a common project, and by doing so, validates the operational

concept of network-centric warfare.

As I understand it this work will involves designing more efficient ways to co-operate and

methods to operate within budgetary constraints. It also involves processes that respect individual

nations planning and political issues.

More specifically, the challenge of the NEURON programme will be to develop appropriate

industrialisation processes, new materials, radar absorbent coatings and stealthy shapes for the

future UCAV designs.

Well I think that I can state that the I.G.V. sure is a stealthy shape.

Other key technological challenges include the forms of the craft (such as aerodynamics,

composite structure, and internal weapon bay); the integration of current technologies into

tomorrow’s network centric warfare; autonomous navigation and decision making processes;

responsiveness to changes in the tactical environment and the optimum role for human operators

in the decision loop.

That also applies to the I.G.V. minus the weaponry bay, as weapons to discharge from the

vehicles are not required in its concept.

Critically, the demonstration will rely on a modular and reliable avionics system using COTS-

based modular onboard computers, and high productivity, high quality real time software.

This also applies to the I.G.V.

The only difference to what I am talking about here is that my work really relates to manned

flight, but it could also be unmanned like an unmanned mission carrying materials to the

international space station. Where as the final result of my efforts is in helping to improved a

condition for man; where as the UCAV is operating in the opposite state, to help to destroy

property of man.

Still both technologies require the same amount of effort in planning and operations regardless.
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FACT: I.G.V. Technology is within reach of man, it was in 1968, it sure is more so today.
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THE CHALLENGES AND SOLUTIONS IN I.G.V. DESIGN.

1. To achieve this vision of Prof. Searl requires the resolution of a range of situational and

technological challenges.

2. Communications remains a central concern, with loss of control due to jamming or interference

and long connectivity lapses potentially damaging, although limited bandwidth remains the most

pressing problem in this respect.

3. Situational awareness.

4. Response to civilian air traffic control.

5. Sensitivity to apparent versus actual threats remains controversial and critical issues which must

be fully addressed and proven.

Often we are blind to reality that there is a treat to the freedom of movement of a / or group of

people in a civilise world that cannot be accepted or tolerated.

Everyone has the rights of free movement in peace without fear of being attacked or killed by

another evil minded person.

6. Even relatively mundane issues, such as the need to watch over enemy territory.

7. The inability to smell smoke, represent potentially catastrophic weaknesses in what might

otherwise be a formidable mission.

8. The key to meeting many of these challenges is emerging technology.

9. Rugged computers of the kind supplied by SBS are essential contributory factors to which I have

no doubts to finding the optimum trade-off between conflicting objectives such as:

(1) Autonomy versus human control:

(2) Through increased on-board signal processing:

(3) Decision aids:

(4) Wideband data network links that replaces the Amateur Radio network of the past.

(5) Accuracy of target detection versus target discrimination, through advanced:

(1) Electro-optical:

(2) Infrared:

(3) Radio frequency (EO/IR/RF)

(4) Passive and active sensors for both moving and stationary targets.

10 This just a little taste of the requirements for the I.G.V. As it shall have three modes of operations.
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FACT: From the archives of Prof. Searl comes the proof of the past. The 1960’s work

derived from his design and headed the construction with a team. All I predicted achieved

with their team effort. Sadly, this research and development work ended with this craft.

Now it belongs to the time that man forgot. I was there where you have not been yet!
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11 Reality belongs only to those who are involved in that domain; you that are not involved in that

realty cannot possibly accept such facts as facts because your brain has not the program to that

reality yet.

12 Furthermore, relative to my reality you belong to the domain of fantasy. Whereas in your domain I

appear to be in the world of fantasy, this status quote shall remain until you have entered this

world of progress by which you then will have entered my world of reality –THE

TOMORROW’S WORLD – the people who create your tomorrows.

13 Without people like me, you would have no tomorrows, just a continuation of today, nothing

changing except the seasons. You would be just an ordinary animal no different in your behaviour

in relation to them. Thanks to the few ones that dare to risk jumping out of the typical queue and

saying I do not like what we have, changes must be made and with determination they did it.

14 It is impossible for you being in that ancient domain to appreciate what suffering those few went

through to give you the things which you take for granted today. I can understand what they

endured, because I too have experienced the same treatment.

15 Reality is a world that moves in steps, always lags the world of fantasy. For all realities comes

from fantasy.

16 Without the world of fantasy there would be no world of reality.

17 Of the other entire animal’s kingdom lives in a fix world of reality where there is no change

accept the seasons. We are privilege to be able to transfer from the world of fantasy to the world

of reality even if it’s in small steps at a time; thus we do not exist in a fix domain of reality. It is

always varying with time. Time is the controlling factor.

FACT: Time sets the progress forward in technology and even though this technology could

exist today, time may not allow it until man has moved up the ladder in respecting nature;

through costly steps, man may reach this step up the ladder.

Man must take the long road round to the future; he will never take a short road to real success. It

maybe that he must kill and destroy, otherwise he is not happy.

Mass destruction is his main interest; even so, there are those who work behind the scenes who

work with great devotion to save life. Against all hopes to save this planet, at least they try – do

you try to do your part in saving this planet from mass destruction?
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18 It is not the question that it is just an idea, because much research and study has gone behind this

concept; but at this time, what was fully achieved will not be released from my files until such

time that all equipment and space is in place for full operations to commence.

19 In fact, it serves no purpose to report here all the things achieved because you were not involved.

Therefore, there is no hope that you could believe it anyway as you have not the program in your

brain by which you could even starts to evaluate what I am stating.

20 No animal can perform any evaluation upon any subject unless first there is a bank of data filed in

relation to the subject under evaluation within its brain.

21

FACT: This is their plan and the knowledge needed they have yet to obtain, also the cost will

be far greater then they have calculated; that is certain because it always is.

22 Unless cost become far too high that they will have to call it a day, but being a military objective

it will continue regardless of cost.

23 Do not mistake that I think the whole idea is stupid, I do not think so for such a craft can also

study volcanoes, floods, forest fires, sea temperatures and levels.

Thus, the I.G.V. can hover over the site as long as required of it, something this UCAV cannot do,

from my understanding.

Cost will be high, but it would not be as high as these UCAV programs.
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This is just one of a number of press photographs taken by the press upon my work in late 60s

now dead and gone for many years.

Now at my age I have to say goodbye to what could had been and should had been in full

operation today.

Like so many other things that could had been today which have failed to appear; therefore, we

shall never know how the world would had changed today had they appeared at that time.

There is never going to be progress unless one venture into the unknown, and there will always be

risks for those who dare to venture into the darkness of the unknown.

Unfortunate the Searl Effect Technology was a giant leap for humanity in technology and science,

far ahead of its time, too far before the Earthling mental program to accept such massive change.

It appears that the experts are right on at least one issue; people do not take to massive changes to

the likes of the Searl Effect concept.

It is so sad to see the third story taking shape on our times, for the bible shows that after all this

time man has never changed in his functions towards this planet. He still laughs at the idea that he

or his family are in any danger from nature, until nature shows him how wrong he was and then he

is first to cry why me!

Yes why you, what makes you any different to any other family that are killed by nature functions,

it gives enough warning, so why do you can not take steps to protect yourself?

Both the S.E.G. and the I.G.V gave hope to all in the event of a catastrophe event of nature,

which we recently witnessed the beginning of what is yet to come.

There is an odd saying that you can lead a horse to water but you cannot make it drink from it.

Likewise, I can lead you to new technology but I cannot make you use it. It is a free world, you

have a free choice to live or die, the choice is yours not mine.

A dream is like a seed, it needs care and time to

grow, without a dream there is no goal, no hope, no

place to go.

Dreams are just a replay, of the life I hope to see,

for what I do about my dreams, is the future, that’s

meant to be.

My dreams are just a dream, and always a dream

will be, until the day I unlock the door, and let my

dream run free.

No longer confined within my mind, where none but

I can see, my dreams now play a role in life, in a

future that is planned to be.
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514 In case you think that I have forgotten to tell you what I have to study, you are wrong here is the

next set to study.

FACT: This equilibrium diagram relates to Al and Hf.

Hf = Hafnium: Atomic number = 72: nearly as old as me. Not a rare earth.

HAFNIUM:

Alloy with iron, titanium and other metals, used in a gas and incandescent lamps.
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FACT: This equilibrium diagram relates to Al and Ho.

Ho = Holmium: Atomic number = 67: This is a rare earth.

HOLMIUM:

This is a malleable silvery-white metallic element of the lanthanide series.

Damn, if I can remember what we use it for at this moment in time.

That is a major problem with our brains that unless we using terms basically everyday they do

fade from our control.
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FACT: This equilibrium diagram relates to Al and Hg.

Hg = Mercury; Atomic number = 80: Not a rare earth.

MERCURY: Often called quicksilver:

This is a heavy silvery-white toxic liquid metallic element.

To my knowledge it is used in thermometers, barometers, mercury-vapour lamps, and

denial amalgams.
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